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Unasked/answered Panelist Questions
1. Considering your results about the importance of pyrolysis in PM emissions, would better
oxygenation lower PM emissions?
Mariam F: Yes, the proper mixing of oxygen in the reaction zone and the suitable heating
conditions could lead to a higher oxidation reactions rate that would consume PM precursors.
However, sufficient temperature is also needed.
2. How do the models used in the Global Burden of Disease Study estimate health impacts? Do
they use that same process you described?
Tami B: For outdoor air pollution, the process is similar, but concentrations are estimated by
combining satellite measurements and models before estimating health impact. I don’t actually
know the full GBD process for indoor smoke emissions. I believe that increased health risks are
calculated simply from the use of polluting fuels rather than concentrations.
3. To better understand the link PM emissions and health impacts, is it preferable to speak
about numbers and size of particles than mass (not really adapted)?
Tami B: It’s possible that particle number at different sizes has a better relationship with some
health impacts than total particle mass, but there haven’t been enough particle-count
measurements to do epidemiology. It’s also easier to measure particle mass than to measure
number. This doesn’t mean we should avoid investigating particle number - just that we are less
able to speak confidently about the relationship.
4. Completely agree that household energy services are a huge missing piece in understanding
and data. There are many in the energy access space working on this problem, do you feel that
enough is being done to communicate between these research areas? If not, how can we better
ensure that these synergies are developed?
Tami B: I agree that we are not doing enough to communicate between these research areas. I
think that somebody needs to work on aligning the conferences or gatherings and on promoting
cross-talk.
5. Can you give practical advice on how to understand and categorise household energy service
needs?

Tami B: Sure, I would like the time to write this paper. Total quantity; power; specificity of
energy-type; specificity of timeliness; portability. I might add flux. You can classify each
household service that way. But as a simple guideline, I would look at the largest 3 weekly uses
of energy in the coldest and hottest seasons. If you can come up with a good, reliable solution
for each of those, you are probably well on the way to serving the household.
6. (I think) there was indication that when calculating emission inventories, the activity rates are
somewhat easy/simple to estimate (or easier than emission factors at least). Can you elaborate
on that? For non-cooking activities (e.g., charcoal kilns and the like), where there are few
records available in LDICs especially, how can we reliably estimate activity for a full region?
Tami B: We must have miscommunicated, because I think that activity rates are just as
uncertain as emission factors, and less likely to become constrained. I’m not sure we can ever
“reliably” estimate activity rates; again, defining the purpose is important - are you interested in
reducing exposure, providing energy access, estimating regional emissions, identifying market
size? At some point (and we may be there now) people should put their creativity into solving
problems rather than describing them. But to answer the question posed, engage with local
NGOs or universities and teach them the skill of triangulation. For example, you might approach
charcoal kilns with number of kilns x period of operation; number of laden trucks returning to
urban areas; fraction of urban dwellers who use charcoal. All of these may have large
uncertainties, at which point you return to “Why are you asking? Is this level of certainty good
enough?”
7. Do you know how far along is the development of pyrolysis biomass stoves?
Tami B: People are working on different designs. My understanding is that a lot of attention
needs to be paid to human factors involved in operating these stoves with low emissions, and
that is a worthy endeavor.
8. A comment! I think RTKC’s with profit/ non profit organisations have lots of issues for their
sustainability in terms of their capacities. One of the solutions could be to relate them with
academia. And yes, academia labs / services need to be cheaper.
Tami B: I think a lot of models have been tried, and perhaps some universities will be able to
house testing services. But we also have to acknowledge that it’s often difficult to house service
models like this at universities, because it doesn’t lead to an academic product. It depends on
the region and the university model. I also doubt we can make this service cheaper “enough.” In
fact, you often get what you pay for - it is not cheap to maintain quality control, calibration gas
and so on. Instead, I think we have to identify what’s valuable (confirmation that devices work
and satisfy people in real situations) and find ways to monetize that.
9. Are field measurements a lot harder to do than lab measurements? Why?

Tami B: They are definitely more labor-intensive, because you are setting up and taking down
the measurement equipment each time. This entails not only putting the equipment together, but
doing checks such as measuring flow rates. Every time the equipment is transported, you have
a risk of breakage. You also have to work around the family’s schedule, so if they take an early
breakfast, for example, you need to be there quite early to set up. Field days that capture all the
cooking events are usually 14-16 hours in the field, not counting transport, and are often
followed by cleaning sampling equipment in the hotel.
10. Is there any chance that lab measurements can become more representative of real
emissions?
Tami B: Yes, if the causes behind emission variability are represented in the lab, the emissions
should be the same. However, not enough attention has been paid to those causes of variability.
11. Are there really a lot of other uses of energy in households, and do they affect the choice of
cooking stoves?
Tami B: Space heating in cold regions is often a much bigger use of energy than cooking (as it
is in most homes in North America and Europe). Food or agricultural processing or any small
enterprise usually require more energy as well, although those may be episodic and not daily.
Anecdotal observations suggest that these uses do affect cooking choice by bringing alternative
energy-transformation devices into the household. But there hasn’t been enough observation.
12. As a rough guess, does blacker smoke have more black carbon and whiter smoke has more
organic carbon?
Tami B: That is not a bad rough guess. However, you have to remember that the perception of
“black” and “white” also depends on the angle of light.
13. Have you considered how enclosed their kitchen was, as this contributes to concentration
levels?
Tami B: Dilution, including kitchen air exchange, does not affect emission factors. It does affect
concentration. When we measure concentrations (in plumes) to determine emission factors,
they are normalized to the concentrations of CO2 and CO that are also in the plume.
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